
YOUR SOFTWARE FOR THE PERFECT MATCH BETWEEN DESIGN AND PRINT.

Turn your design into the 
production reference!
With ColorGATE ColorEqualizer, textile designers turn their creative color vision into 
the benchmark for production. ColorEqualizer is easy to use — you don't need any 
color management knowledge nor expensive equipment!

Textile designers put all their creative energy into their designs. 
They create floral patterns, exotics, textures or illustrations in their 
characteristic colors. However, it often happens that the production 
print does not reflect this color concept accurately.

Color management can be used to ensure that design and print match. 
But many solutions require expensive measuring equipment and  
special know-how.

With ColorEqualizer you get a simple solution: you develop your design 
until you are satisfied with the output on your home or studio inkjet 
printer. Then ColorEqualizer determines the key colors of your design 
and compiles them into a Color ID – a color table that matches the 
character of your design! You send the Color ID to your print service 
provider. There, the counterpart of our software – ColorEqualizer 
Production – makes sure that the production print exactly matches  
the color identity of your original design!

Highlights:
–   The print accurately matches your creative design vision

–   You do not need expensive technology

–   No special color management knowledge needed

–   You subscribe to the software at an affordable annual price

–    Optionally, you can also measure the Color ID (spectrophotometer 
required) and send it to the print service provider digitally

Further information on our website: www.colorgate.com
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How do I pass on my design?
The ColorEqualizer Workflow

Whether floral patterns, exotics, illustrations, structures – with three simple steps you ensure that your design 
will be printed correctly:
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Start your color matching journey now! Call us at +49 511 94293-0,  
or come to www.colorgate.com and click on a contact button!

Note: ColorEqualizer cannot exceed physical limitations. The production printing system needs to be  
able to print the colors of the design (its color gamut needs to cover the color gamut of the design).  
Also, ColorEqualizer matches color but not the texture of the substrate.

System requirements
ColorEqualizer Design is available for Macintosh and Windows (64-Bit required).

Microsoft Windows 8.1 
Microsoft Windows 10 
MacOS 11 (Big Sur) or later

Note: MacOS is only supported with Intel CPUs.  
Apple devices with ARM-based processors are currently not supported.

ColorEqualizer 
determines the key colors 
on which your design is 

based and creates a color 
wedge/strip with them. 
You print it along with 

your design and now you 
have a reference for the 

production process!

You create your design 
in your preferred 

application, tweaking it 
until satisfied, and then 
print it out on your usual 

printer at home until 
it looks the way 
you want it to.

You hand over the 
reference print to the 

production department. 
There, ColorEqualizer 

Production makes sure 
that the production  
print matches your 
supplied reference.

http://www.colorgate.com

